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The four largestsatellitesof Jupiter, Io, Europa, Ganymede,
and Callisto, have fascinatedscientists since their discovery
by Galileo in 1610. The four bodies, namedthe Galilean satellites in honor of their discoverer, represent what might be
viewed as a miniature solar system, with planet-sized dimension, systematicallychangingdensities,and as diverse a set of
surfacecharacteristics,ages,and geologic activity as observed
acrossthe realm of solid bodiesin the solar system. In the late
1970s, Voyager revealed [Smith et al., 1979a, 1979b] that innermostIo was characterizedby multiple active volcanic eruptions and constant resurfacing. Europahad a silicate density,
but its surfacewas dominatedby extremely high albedo material composedof water ice, pervasive cracksand mottling, few
impact craters,and a possibleliquid water ocean underneath.Its
youthful surfaceand global tectonicactivity were hypothesized
to originate from its tidal interactions with Io and Ganymede,
the next outermostsatellite. Voyager showedthat abouthalf of
Ganymede was made up of a very ancient dark and heavily
crateredsurfacewhichwas broken and replacedby global-scale
bright stripes of heavily lineated, more sparsely crateredterrain. In contrast, outermost Callisto had a density similar to
Ganymede,but its surfacewas even older than the heavily
crateredterrain on Ganymedeand apparently uninterruptedby
tectonic activity and younger resurfacing. Why were the four
Galilean satellites so similar in some ways and so different in
others? What were the geologicalprocesses
that formedthe array of surfacefeatureson thesebodies? What was the nature of
surfacegeological units and their ages?What were the surface
composition and mineralogy, and how did they relate to their
geological evolution and to the Jovian environment? And how
could one determine if there was an ocean beneath the surface of

Europatoday?
These types of questions formed the basis for one of the
main goals of the highly successfulGalileo Mission, which
hasbeen in orbit aroundJupiter since 1995. The complement
of experimentson board the Galileo spacecrafthas provided
unprecedented
new data about the nature of Jupiter, its satellites, and its environment. The remote-sensinginstruments
have providednew perspectiveson the geology and mineralogy of the Galilean satellites,addressingmany questionsraised
by Voyager data and, of course,raising additional ones. The
nature of the spacecraftorbit, the sequenceof encounters,and
mission events dictated that results from Io would primarily
come late in the mission.

Thus most

attention
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in the initial

encountershas been focused on the icy Galilean satellites,
Europa,Ganymede,and Callisto. Thesethree outermostsatellites are particularlyimportant in that they provide a window
into geological processesoperatingon the realm of icy satellites surrounding the other outer planets, Saturn, Uranus,
Neptune,andPluto. The acquisitionof comprehensiveimage
data for the icy Galilean satellites by the Solid State Imaging
(SSI) Systemhas provideda basis for the recognition of key
geological featuresand processes,the analysis of their distribution, and comparison to other data sets such as the NearInfrared Mapping Spectrometer(NIMS). In this special section
a seriesof papersoutline the emergingcharacterof these icy
satellitesof Jupiterand begin to addressthe questionsraisedby
Voyager.
One of the basic mechanismsof decipheringthe geologic
historyof a planetarybody is to define and characterizethe major geologic units making up the uppermostcrust and to employ thesedefinitionsto analyze specificareasand, ultimately,
the planetary body as a whole. For Europa a major step has
been taken in this direction through analysis and synthesis of
Galileo data. Greeley et al. [this issue]review detailed image
data for Europa and documentthe major structuresand surface
featureson this satellite, defining and establishing the characteristics of several primary geological units and subunits:
ridgedplains,which occurwith a wide range of ages, including
someof the oldestterrain; smoothplains, which typically embay other units in a manner reminiscent of fluid emplacement
and are some of the youngest units; undifferentiatedplains,
which can be further subdivided with data at near-infrared

wave-

lengths; chaos material, plains which have been severely disrupted into blocky and hummockyterrain by apparentinternal
activity; bands, broad curvilinear to cuspatezones formed by
faulting, separation,and spreading;and cratermaterial, formed
in associationwith the few impact cratersobservedon the surface. The detaileddefinitions and documentationof type areas
by Greeley et al. [this issue]will provide a basis for the systematic studyand analysisof Europain the yearsahead.
Employing thesedefinitions and approaches,Figueredoand
Greeley [this issue] mappeda large portion of the northern
leadinghemisphereof Europaand foundfour major episodesin
the geologic history of this region. Background lineated
plains formation was followed by a secondepisode of extensive lineament formation, which was in turn followed by surface disruptionto form chaosat low to middlelatitudes. The final phase was characterizedby relatively recent high-latitude
ridges and bands. Establishment of this sequenceenabled
Figueredoand Greeley to determine that stress directions rotated clockwise with time, consistent with models involving
tidal deformation and nonsynchronous rotation of Europa's
outer layers.
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A major issuein the study of Europa is the nature and thicknessof its outer compositionaland mechanicallayers and how
they relate to the possiblepresenceof a subsurface
ocean[e.g.,
Pappalardoet al., 1999]. Impactcraterspenetrateinto andperhaps through these layers and thus provide information on
their thicknessand character. Kadel et al. [this issue] map the
geologyof the Tyre region of Europaand use this information
to establisha stratigraphicsequence(oldest to youngest:ridged
plains, ridge bands, chaos, and fractureformation) similar to
that found in the northernleadinghemisphereby Figueredoand
Greeley [thisissue]. Most prominent in this region is Tyre, a
150 km diameter multiringed impact structureinterpreted by
Kadel et al. [thisissue]to have formedwhen an impactorpenetrated several kilometers of water ice to a more mobile, low-

viscosity (perhaps liquid) layer below. The very low crater
density suggeststo these workers that this shallow mobile
layer has characterizedthe region in its very recent geological
past.

face. No evidence was found for plume activity or changes
sinceVoyager, and Phillips et al. use their observationsto estimate a maximum steady state surface alteration rate of 1

km3/yrin the regionsanalyzed.A minimumaveragesurface
age of 30 million years is implied and predictionsare made
about the scale and type of featuresto searchfor during postGalileo missionssuchas the EuropaOrbiter.
The dark terrain on Ganymedemakes up a significant portion of the satellite's surfaceand representsa terrain that contrastsgreatly with the youngerhigh-albedogroove lanes. The
sharpcontrastbetweenthe two terrains and the processesby
which the older dark terrain is destroyedand the newer bright
terrain is formed are basicenigmasin the evolution of this satellite. Using basic mapping techniques,Prockter et al. [this

issue].haveanalyzedthe natureof the dark terrain in three areas
imagedby Galileo (Galileo, Marius, and Nicholson Regiones)
and have focusedon the tectonics in the regions betweendark
crateredterrain and bright grooved terrain. They find and
documentregionsin which dark terrain is fracturedas a precursor to bright groovedterrain formation. Such tectonic deformation is seen to be focusedalong preexisting zones of weak-

The power of the combinedremote sensing instrumentcomplementon Galileo is shown by Fanale et al. [this issue], who
use informationfrom the Solid State Imaging System,the NearInfrared Mapping Spectrometer,and the ultraviolet spectrome- nesscausedby impactcratersandfurrowsandto involve shear
ter (UVS)instruments to characterize the materials in and offset and extension. These data have cast new light on the
aroundthe multiringedimpactstructureTyre and Pwyll, another close relation of one terrain type to the other and the role of
young impact feature. The impacts have penetratedthe upper- tectonics in the transition.
Both endogenicandexogenicprocessesare responsiblefor
most crust and revealedmaterial that is not the same as the pure
H20 ice seenat the surface.Theseresults, combinedwith labo- the formation and evolution of materials on the surfaces of the
ratory and theoreticalanalyses,suggestthat the crust of Europa icy Galilean satellites. Hibbits et al. [this issue]have mapped
is characterized
by an aqueousphasedominatedby the SO4--an- the distributionof CO2 andSO2 on the surfaceof Callisto using
datafrom the NIMS experiment. They documenta sinusoidal
ion, lying beneatha thin patina of sputteredH20 molecules.
The distributionof chaoticterrain on Europa was mappedby patternof CO2 on the trailingsideof Callisto andinterpretthis
Riley et al. [this issue]using image data coveting 9% of the to be due to exogeniceffectsrelated to the corotating magnetic
surface. Almost 30% of the mapped surfaceis composedof field of Jupiter. EnhancedCO2 concentrationsare also obchaotic terrain with the largest area being ~1300 km across, servedat bright-ice-richimpact cratersites, andspectralcharbut no dominant size distribution of chaos occurrence was deacteristicsimply that the physicalstateof CO2 is similar over
tected. Variations in morphologicalfreshnessare reported, and the whole satellite. SO2distributiondisplays a mottled patthese are interpretedby Riley et al. [this issue] to mean that tern, with some high concentrationsassociatedwith ice-rich
impactcraters.SO2appears
to be depletedin the polar regions,
chaosformed at different times in the history of Europa.
What is the natureof Europa'ssurfacetectonic features,and andthe band-centerpositionfor Callistoas a whole is moreinhow are they relatedto tidal deformation? A major result of dicativeof gas than solid SO2.
Theseresultsare typical of the exciting and emerging new
Galileo analysesis the conclusivedocumentationof strike-slip
fault offseton Europa. Hoppa et al. [thisissue]map 117 strike- Galileo perspectiveson the icy satellites of Jupiter. They
slip faultsin four different regions of Europa. They foundthat form an importantpart of the foundationfor the understanding
left-lateral offset occurs preferentially in the northern hemi- of previousobservationsof icy satellites(Voyagerresultsfor
sphereand right-lateraloffset dominatesin the southernhemi- the Galileanand other outerplanet satellites), for the interpre-

sphere.They interpretthesedatato supporta modelin which

tation of data from the Cassini mission to Saturn's satellites,

diurnal tides (due to orbital eccentricity) drive strike-slip motion through a processin which faults open and close out of

and for the future missionsto the outer planets.

phase with alternating right- and left-lateral shear. The vast
majority of strike-slip faults are associatedwith doubleridges
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